THE CHARITY CLASSIC TOURNAMENT
The Charity Classic Tournament will be played by teams of 5 players with a minimum of two
ladies and two men. The format is Texas Scramble with the following points of clarification:
All rules of golf apply. All players will Tee off from the white tees on every hole. Each team
member must have their drive used three times. Where a foursome is allowed to compete each
team member must have their drive used 4 times.
The best drive is chosen by the team and marked with a tee. All team members take their
second shot from within one foot of the tee marker, no closer to the hole. This method is
continued until the ball is on the green.
On the green the best ball is chosen and marked with a
ball marker. All team members will putt from that
marker. If no putt is holed the best putt will be chosen
and the process repeated until the first ball to enter the
hole determines the team score.
The team captain will mark the team score and record
the name of the player who took the drive on each
hole. Score cards will be handed in to the Scorer’s table
on completion of play.
The winning team will be awarded the Lohn

Foundation Trophy.
The Long Drive Contest will be won by the player hitting
the longest drive coming to rest on the fairway. This
does not include balls coming to rest in bunkers, on the
green or in the second cut grass on the fringe of the fairway.
K.P. Prizes (Tee Shots that are closest to the pin on designated holes) An eligible K.P. ball must
come to rest on the putting surface. A Tee shot in the hole does not qualify as a K.P. This is a
hole-in-one and will be recognized with a special prize.
No player may win more than one prize. The first prize won will be awarded and the runner up
will be awarded the second prize. Players may however win more than one major prize. If a
player makes a hole-in-one to win a car and then makes a second hole-in-one to win a trip, then
both prizes are awarded to that player. The first player making a hole-in-one on a designated
hole for a major prize wins that prize and that contest is finished.
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